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A composite function is a function which is the nesting of two or more functions to form a
single new function. Such operation frequently preserves several mathematical properties of each
nested function. For instance, a composition of continuous maps is continuous on topological
spaces. From the view point of vector optimization and set optimization, this kind of inher-
itance by composite operations is important and useful to prove extended results and to get
characterizations of optimal solutions through scalarization. This is a typical approach by which
optimization problems with vector-valued or set-valued maps can be easily handled by converting
vectors or sets into real numbers; see [1] and [3, 2].

Recently, Ike, Liu, Ogata and Tanaka [4] show certain results on the inheritance property of
some kinds of continuity of set-valued maps via scalarization functions for sets: if a set-valued
map has a kind of continuity (lower continuity or upper continuity; see [2]) then the composition
of its set-valued map and a certain scalarization function assures a similar semicontinuity to its
scalarization function defined on the family of nonempty subsets of a real topological vector space.
Their results are generalizations of results in earlier study by Kuwano, Tanaka and Yamada [6].
However, the statements of inheritance in [4] are confined to four types out of the six set-relations
proposed by Kuroiwa, Tanaka and Ha [5]. On the other hand, Sonda, Kuwano, and Tanaka [7]
introduce two kinds of continuity with respect to cone, called “cone continuity,” for set-valued
maps by analogy with semicontinuity for real-valued functions, and they investigate the inher-
itance properties on cone continuity of parent set-valued maps via scalarization. Therefore, it
is interesting to investigate the inheritance of cone continuity for set-valued maps via general
scalarization functions for sets in the same manner as [4].

The aim of this talk is to intrduce the mechanism by which composite functions of a set-valued
map and a scalarization function transmit semicontinuity of parent set-valued maps through
several scalarization for sets.
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